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ABSTRACT

Distribution and character of sedimentary facies in a 196.5-m core from Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) Site 893 in Santa Barbara Basin (southern California) reflect global and regional controls during the latest Quaternary. Stratigraphic trends in grain size, sediment composition, sedimentary fabric, and degree of bioturbation record changes in oceanic deep-water circulation, climate, sea level, basin geometry, sediment sources, and transport pathways through the last two glacial and interglacial episodes (~160 k.y.). The sedimentary sequence in Hole 893A is divided into six facies: four record varied levels of bottom-water oxygenation by the degree of bioturbation of primarily laminated olive-gray hemipelagic mud, whereas two reflect coarse- and fine-grained event deposition. Varved sediments typical of the Holocene Santa Barbara Basin compose only 21% of the entire latest Quaternary sequence.

An ultra-high-resolution record (<10-yr sample spacing) of bottom-water oxygenation, as shown by the preservation or destruction of annual varves, reveals cyclic variation over decadal to Milankovitch time scales and apparently reflects the changing age and ventilation of Pacific Intermediate Waters. Over the past ~75 k.y., bioturbation and basin oxygenation correspond closely to glacial-interglacial oscillation, with warm intervals being oxygen-depleted and laminated and cold intervals being oxygenated and bioturbated. Preliminary results suggest a correlation between basin stratigraphy and deep-water circulation proxy records from elsewhere in the Pacific and Atlantic oceans, indicating that sediments of Santa Barbara Basin are a sensitive recorder of global and regional paleoceanographic and paleoclimatic change.

INTRODUCTION

For the past four decades, varved sediments from the central part of Santa Barbara Basin (SBB) of the Southern California Continental Borderland have yielded ultra-high-resolution paleoceanographic and paleoclimatic records based on variation in fish (sardine) abundances (Soutar, 1967; Soutar and Isaacs, 1969; Baumgartner et al., 1992), planktonic microfossils (Pisias 1978, 1979; Lange et al., 1987, 1990), pollen (Heusser, 1978), stable isotopes (Dunbar, 1983; Schimmelmann and Tegner, 1991), biomarkers (Lajat et al., 1990; Kennedy and Brassell, 1992), and varve thickness (Soutar and Crill, 1977). For a review of previous work in SBB, see Kennett, Baldauf, et al. (1994) or Lange et al. (in press). All these prior studies were derived from shallow-penetration box or piston cores, and were restricted to the Holocene (generally the last several hundred years). It remained unknown whether the bathymetric and oceanographic conditions required for preservation of the detailed, varved record were unique to the Holocene or typical of the entire late Quaternary.

To answer this question, two advanced hydraulic piston cores were obtained from near the basin center (34°17.25'N, 120°02.2'W) (Fig. 1; Kennett, Baldauf, et al., 1994), recovering 196.5 m (Hole 893A) and 68.8 m (Hole 893B) of intermittently laminated upper Quaternary sediments. Micropaleontologic and stable isotope stratigraphy indicate that Hole 893A extends into oxygen isotope Stage 6, approximately 160 ka (Kennett, this volume). Accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) radiocarbon dates to approximately 28,000 calendar years before present were obtained from the upper 43 m (Ingram and Kennett, this volume), providing a high-resolution chronostratigraphy for the last glacial/interglacial transition. Correlation of the magnetic secular variation record (Kennett, Baldauf, et al., 1994) offers promise of extending the high-resolution chronostratigraphy beyond the range accessible by radiocarbon dating.

For the most part, the cored material was recovered in excellent condition except for irregularly distributed bedding-plane partings produced by degassing and expansion of the methane-rich sediment, contributing to a total recovery of 104% to 107% of the length of the cored sequence (Kennett, Baldauf, et al., 1994). The parting can interfere with some in-situ measurements of physical properties that require undisturbed fabrics over several centimeters, such as bulk density or magnetic susceptibility, however, it is not detrimental for most stratigraphic studies of a compositional nature or for samples specifically selected for microfabric analysis. All stratigraphic positions reported herein are corrected to account for the gaps formed by
sediment degassing and are based on observations and analyses of the 196.5-m core from Hole 893A.

The high sedimentation rate (~120 cm/k.y.), organic-rich varved mud, proximal setting recording both oceanic and continental signals, and the close relationship with the California Current system make Site 893 extremely important for paleoceanographic and paleoclimatic studies, many of which are presented in this volume (e.g., Kennett; Kennett and Ingram; Heusser). This paper presents the sedimentology and facies distribution of Hole 893A to provide a framework for paleoceanographic and paleoclimatic time series, and additionally explores the effects of paleoceanographic and paleoclimatic change on sedimentation in Santa Barbara Basin.

**SETTING OF THE MODERN SANTA BARBARA BASIN**

Santa Barbara Basin is the northernmost basin of the southern California Continental Borderland (Emery, 1960; Gorsline and Teng, 1989), bounded by the mainland on the north and the San Miguel-Anacapa island chain (known as the northern Channel Islands) to the south. The east-west-trending, ~600-m-deep basin opens over a deep sill to the west (~475 m depth) and a shallower sill to the east (~230 m depth). Sediment supply to the basin is highly seasonal, with the bulk of siliciclastic sedimentation derived from riverine runoff during winter and early spring rainstorms (Soutar and Crill, 1977; Thornton, 1981, 1984). Consequently, planktonic sedimentation during the late spring, summer, and fall is largely untroubled by terrigenous material. Below sill depth, the modern basin contains oxygen-depleted waters which derive from the upper part of the Pacific Intermediate Water mass and the Oxygen Minimum Zone (OMZ) off central California. Once within the basin, this low-oxygen water mass is further depleted of oxygen by degradation of organic matter from the highly productive surface waters, rendering the seafloor inhospitable to benthic fauna and preventing bioturbation (Emery and Husemann, 1962). In cores from the basin center (below ~525 m water depth), the seasonal variations in sedimentation (siliciclastic-dominated vs. biogeneous-dominated) are preserved as thin, millimeter-scale laminations, or varves. At the sediment-water interface, sulfate-reducing, filamentous bacteria form extensive, stabilizing mats, below which continued bacterial oxidation of organic material renders shallow pore waters anoxic. Thickness of the varves correlates closely with historic and tree-ring records of precipitation (Schimmelmann and Tegner, 1991; Soutar and Crill, 1977). Although there is evidence for short-term (subseasonal) disruption of the basin's stratification (Sholkovitz and Gieskes, 1971; Reimers et al., 1990), suboxic conditions apparently prevail throughout most of the year, preserving primary laminations and other high-frequency paleoceanographic and paleoclimatic signals. In the last ~2000 yr, only one episode of prolonged oxygenation of the basin floor is known to have occurred (Schimmelmann et al., 1992).

The spatial distribution of sedimentary fabrics throughout SBB is directly controlled by the dissolved oxygen content of the overlying bottom water (Savrda et al., 1984). In core-top samples, continuously laminated sediment occurs only in the central basin within the anaerobic zone where bottom waters contain <0.1 mL/L of dissolved oxygen (O₂). Fringing the laminated sediments is a narrow zone containing both varved and bioturbated layers, interbedded on a scale of centimeters; this facies lies beneath waters containing <0.1 mL/L O₂ and likely results from short-term fluctuation in the position of the dysoxic-anoxic boundary (at 0.1 mL/L O₂). Completely massive (bioturbated) sediment occurs only beneath waters with >0.1-0.2 mL/L O₂.

The modern SBB contains no significant active submarine fans or deltas to control sediment dispersal (Thornton, 1984). Instead, the basin is fed from three separate sources: (1) fine-grained siliciclastics chiefly derived from the Santa Clara and Ventura rivers as surface and mid-water suspenalate plumes (Figs. 1 and 9; Drake et al., 1972; Fleischer, 1972; Thornton, 1981; Stein, this volume); (2) coarse-grained siliciclastic sediments transported eastward into the basin by coastal longshore drift (Trask, 1952; Emery, 1960), and, in part, deflected seaward to the middle to outer shelf and returned to the west by strong bottom currents (Kolpack, 1986); and (3) biogenic components (e.g., diatoms, radiolarians, and foraminifers) derived from overlying surface waters and, in part, benthic organisms, chiefly foraminifers, echinoderms, and sponges. Slope deposits, covering >96% of the basin deeper that the shelf break, are redistributed by mass flows, including sediment creeps, slides, and slumps (Thornton, 1984). Short-term deployment of sediment traps suggests that most of the flux to the sediment can be accounted for by biopackaging, either as fecal pellets (Dunbar and Berger, 1981) or marine snow (Allredge and Gottschalk, 1989).

**METHODS**

Sedimentologic and stratigraphic observations for this study were made from three distinct data sets. The stratigraphic distribution of facies was determined by a detailed visual examination of the 196.5-m core from Hole 893A, locally supplemented by examination of X-radiographs. The face of the archive half of the split core was carefully scraped with a negatively charged blade to reveal details of even subtle or obscured sedimentary structures (Kennett, Baldauf, et al., 1994). Sedimentary facies were identified and logged at 0.5-cm (~5-yr) resolution (see data report; Behl, this volume). Although analysis of X-radiographs would allow more subtle features to be detected, only limited selected intervals of the core were imaged at Texas A&M University and Scripps Institution of Oceanography.

Textural analysis of fine-grained sediments was performed using a Sedigraph 5100. All samples were treated with 15% HCl to remove organic matter and carbonate, dispersed in 0.1% Na₂(PO₄)₂, sieved to remove the >63-µm fraction, then redispersed in 0.1% Na₂(PO₄)₂, before analysis. The Sedigraph uses attenuation of X-rays to determine the settling rate of dispersed particles; therefore, it measures equivalent spherical sedimentation diameters (ESSD), rather than intercepted diameter of the particles, cross-sectional area, or volume. As these sediments were deposited in a marine environment controlled largely by hydrodynamic conditions, ESSD was selected as the most meaningful measurement of grain size. Most of the hemipelagic sediments have large fine-grained tails of grains smaller than can be reliably measured (1 µm or 10 µm); therefore, particle sorting is calculated by the log quartile deviation (Krumbein and Pettijohn, 1938).

Compositional data were collected from smear slides of the >63-µm (sand-sized) fraction separated from fine-grained sediments prior to Sedigraph measurement of grain size. This fraction typically makes up <2% of the hemipelagic mud samples and defines a distinct compositional population from that of the silt and clay portion. At least 300 grains were counted during line-count transects of the slides with frequency presented in number % of intersections (not weight % or area %). The samples were previously cleaned of organic matter and carbonate as described above; therefore, these data are presented on a carbonate-free basis. An additional measurement—the presence or absence of echinoderm spines—was made by Ingrid Hendy (UC Santa Barbara) on washed, disaggregated samples untreated for carbonate removal.

**SEDIMENTARY FACIES**

**Observations**

With the exception of infrequent, thin sand layers, the SBB core is composed entirely of hemipelagic mud consisting of terrigenous silty clay to clayey silt (80%-90%) with minor amounts (generally <10%) of diatoms and nanofossils (bulk smear-slide analysis
in Kennett, Baldauf, et al., 1994). Trace amounts (≤3%) of foraminifers, radiolarians, sponge spicules, echinoderm spines, and frambooidal pyrite are consistently present in smear slides. Amorphous organic matter is present throughout most of the core (1–4 weight percent [wt%] total organic carbon; see Gardner and Dartnell, this volume; Stein and Rack, this volume).

The sequence from Hole 893A was described at a subcentimeter scale and six sedimentary facies are identified, including both hemipelagic and event deposits (Fig. 2). These facies are interbedded over a range of scales, from <1 cm to >2 m.

Facies 1–4 define a gradual progression from well-laminated to massive (bioturbated) hemipelagic mud; all are chiefly olive-gray (5Y 4/2) with minor variation in value. The hemipelagic Facies 1–4 are all texturally similar, composed of 36 to 54 wt% silt (43% mean), with median grain sizes ranging from 2.2 to 5.5 µm (Fig. 3). Sorting, as shown by the log quartile deviation, is very poor, ranging from 0.49 to 0.62 with a mean value of 0.53.

Facies 1: well-laminated hemipelagic mud. Facies 1 is composed of unbioturbated, fine-grained sediment displaying distinct, continuous laminations across the central part of the core (Fig. 2A). Individual laminations are generally <1.0 to 2.0 mm thick and arranged as couplets of dark terrigenous-rich (winter) and light diatom-rich (spring-summer) layers (Soutar and Crill, 1977).

Facies 2: indistinctly laminated hemipelagic mud. Facies 2 is identified by the presence of diffuse, discontinuous or irregular laminations (Fig. 2B). Individual laminations are for the most part thicker than in Facies 1, typically ranging from 1.5 to 4 mm thick. Distinct burrows are extremely rare; when present they appear as 1- to 3-mm-thick, structureless ellipses that are principally oriented in the horizontal direction (Chondrites?).

Facies 3: hemipelagic mud with traces of laminations. Facies 3 is identified by (a) olive-gray mud displaying extremely faint laminations with diffuse stratigraphic contacts or by (b) an interval containing only a few discrete patches of laminations surrounded by homogeneous sediment (Fig. 2C). In addition to the homogenized regions, small, distinct 2- to 6-mm-diameter burrows (Chondrites?) are locally present. These are primarily expressed as elongate horizontal to inclined ellipses (up to 50° from horizontal). The vertical extent of the burrows is typically <1 cm. Facies 2 and 3 locally contain “blooms” of benthic foraminifers in far greater abundance (>2 tests/cm² visible on the scraped core face) than observed in Facies 1. These blooms are most common in centimeter-thick layers located immediately above well-laminated sediment (Facies 1).

Facies 4: massive hemipelagic mud. Facies 4 is composed of olive-gray mud containing no discernible primary fabric. Lower boundaries of Facies 4 layers are locally discordant and irregular on a <1-centimeter scale. These massive intervals are commonly muted by texture or color and locally display discrete burrows 3–10 mm thick and up to 30 mm long. These burrows are most visible at layer boundaries where strong contrasts in sediment color exist (Fig. 2D). Some burrows originating in massive layers show vertical branching and extend 1–3 cm in total length. Internal structure of the burrows is not clear when observed on the surface of the core.

Facies 5: gray-layer deposits. Facies 5 is characterized by the distinct lack of olive coloration and a decided gray appearance (5Y 5/1). Gray layers typically have sharp bases and often display sharp tops. Gray layers are locally micaceous or silty, especially at their bases; many are normally graded in texture or in color (dark to light) while others are massive. Gray layers range from a few millimeters to 20 cm in thickness; some units are amalgamations of up to four distinct graded deposits. Although gray layers display a broader range of grain sizes than the hemipelagic facies (1.8 to 6.5 µm median grain size, 29% to 60% silt), their mean values are similar (3.2 µm, 42% silt). Most gray layers are better sorted than the hemipelagic facies.
distributions (i.e., narrow distribution with minor fine-grained tails) as compared with (A-D) (hemipelagic mud facies). Vertical axes show mass percent (dry weight).

C. Facies 3: hemipelagic mud with traces of laminations (Sample 146-893A-3H-2, 24-25 cm). D. Facies 4: massive hemipelagic mud (Sample 146-893A-14H-7, 25-26 cm). E. Facies 5: gray layer event deposits (Sample 146-893A-3H-6, 29-30 cm). Note better sorting of (E) (event deposit) compared with (A-D) (hemipelagic mud facies). Vertical axes show mass percent in each 1/4 Φ interval.
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(0.45 to 0.51 log quartile deviation, 0.48 mean) and their grain size distributions (i.e., narrow distribution with minor fine-grained tails) are typical of sediment that settled as individual particles according to Stoke’s Law rather than as aggregates or flocs (Fig. 3E; Kranck, 1984).

**Facies Discussion**

In general, the diameter and depth of penetration of macrofaunal burrows correlates with the oxygenation level of overlying bottom waters (Pearson and Rosenberg, 1978; Savrda et al., 1984); that is, the greater the oxygenation, the greater and deeper the biological mixing. In this study, I assume that the relation between oxygen levels and burrow size extends to smaller, meiofaunal and microfaunal benthic organisms (e.g., foraminifers, nematodes, etc.) that are capable of sublaminating-scale burrowing. The distinction between different lamination styles and degree of bioturbation in Facies 1-4 in this study serves as a “bioturbation index,” which reflects the dissolved oxygen content of bottom water during or shortly after deposition (Byers, 1977; Savrda et al., 1984; Doser and Botjter, 1986). In the modern central SBB, Savrda et al. (1984) found laminated sediments under anaerobic conditions (<0.1 mL/L O_2), homogenized (bioturbated) sediments within dysaerobic or aerobic environments (>0.1–0.2 mL/L O_2), and interbedded laminated and homogeneous sediment layers at the anaerobic-dysaerobic boundary. Some laminated sediments adjacent to the anaerobic-dysaerobic boundary display a few cross-cutting burrows, but most of the primary fabric is preserved. These relationships are the basis of the following interpretations:

Facies 1 (well-laminated hemipelagic mud) was clearly deposited within anaerobic conditions (<0.1 mL/L O_2) that effectively excluded burrowing macrofauna capable of disturbing the fine primary lamina. Although distinct burrows are rare in Facies 2 (indistinctly laminated hemipelagic mud), it is reasonable that the diffuse and irregular laminations reflect a minor degree of macrofaunal to meiofaunal bioturbation of the distinct varves of Facies 1. In Facies 2, the very small-scale bioturbation was only sufficient to broaden and disturb the primary laminations, but not sufficient to obliterate them.

Facies 3, containing small burrows and either (a) faint, broad, diffuse laminations or (b) isolated patches of laminated fabric surrounded by structureless mud, records an increased degree of infrafaunal mixing. Bioturbation was sufficient to homogenize part of the sediment (vertically or laterally), yet insufficient to obliterate evidence of the primary pattern of seasonal sedimentation. This facies was likely formed close to the anaerobic-dysaerobic boundary, which Savrda et al. (1984) place beneath waters containing approximately 0.1 mL/L O_2. In particular, Facies 3(b) probably resulted from temporal changes in bottom-water oxygenation in which originally laminated sediment was subsequently partially homogenized by downward penetration of burrows during an episode of oxygenation. The unusual blooms of benthic foraminifers that locally occur at the bases of Facies 2, 3, or 4 layers where found directly above well-laminated sediment (Facies 1) may reflect the sudden availability of previously ungrazed, organic matter-rich laminated sediments with regression of the anaerobic-dysaerobic boundary and the corresponding increase in the dissolved oxygen content of bottom water (see Savrda and Botjter [1987] for a similar stratigraphic occurrence of shell-macrofauna in Miocene rocks).

Grimm et al. (unpubl. data) suggest that diffuse laminations, as found in Facies 3(a), may be a primary sedimentary feature reflecting lower seasonality than known for the late Holocene. It is unlikely, however, that hemipelagic sedimentation over tens of hundreds of years would remain only subtly changed in composition and texture from season-to-season and year-to-year, without any distinctive seasonal plankton blooms or rainfall run-off deposits. For this reason, I
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Figure 4. Pie chart showing relative stratigraphic abundances of sedimentary facies at Hole 893A.

find it less astonishing to assume that faint, diffuse laminations result from synsedimentary, millimeter-scale horizontal bioturbation of originally distinct seasonal laminations.

Due to the lack of primary structures and the presence of distinct burrows, and the gradational character of Facies 1 through 4, Facies 4 (massive olive gray mud) is considered to result from synsedimentary or postdepositional biological homogenization beneath waters with >0.1-0.2 mL/L O$_2$. Common mottling, distinct burrows, and the discordant and irregular character of the lower boundaries of many Facies 4 units attest to their origin by bioturbation. Complete homogenization generally mixes <3 cm deep as indicated by the presence of numerous thin, massive layers intercalated between laminated intervals and by the maximum vertical extent of observed burrows. An undetermined portion of this massive facies, however, may be due to event deposition of remobilized slope sediment (Thornton, 1986) with texture and composition identical or indistinguishable from that of the basal facies. Some redeposited sediment can be identified by subtle compositional grading or the presence of thin, mica-rich layers.

Gray layers (Facies 5) are moderately well sorted, commonly graded, sharp-based, and have a color and mineralogic composition that is distinct from the olive-green hemipelagic mud (Stein, this volume). Consequently, gray layers are interpreted as fine-grained event deposits. Thornton (1984) interpreted the massive and graded gray layers as flood suspensate deposits from major storms and graded "silty" turbidites, respectively. The sand deposits (Facies 6) are also sharp-based, locally graded and intercalated with fine-grained hemipelagic muds. They are interpreted as coarse-grained turbidites.

Overall, laminated hemipelagic mud (Facies 1–3) makes up 21% of the total stratigraphic thickness of the core, massive olive-gray mud (Facies 4) accounts for 70%, and the event deposits (Facies 5 and 6) account for the remainder (approximately 4% each) (Fig. 4). This percentage distribution of facies is markedly different from that previously reported from the Holocene section, which is composed of 70% laminated olive-gray mud, 4% massive olive-gray mud, and 26% "gray layer" event deposits (Thornton, 1984). This distribution shows that anaerobic conditions responsible for preservation of laminated sediment in the Holocene SBB were typical of only a portion of the last 160 k.y.

**STRATIGRAPHIC TRENDS**

**Facies and Textural Trends**

**Hemipelagic mud**

The shore-based scientific party (Kennett, Baldauf, et al., 1994) initially defined six lithostratigraphic subunits based on the large-scale distribution of laminated sediments (Fig. 5); these units have been placed in a chronostatigraphic framework by AMS $^{14}$C dating and oxygen isotope stratigraphy (Ingram and Kennett, this volume; Kennett, this volume). The lithostratigraphic subunits include: (IF) a lower intermittently laminated sequence corresponding to the latter part of oxygen isotope Stage 6 (OIS 6); (IE) a lower nonlaminated sequence corresponding to Termination II and OIS 5e (Eemian); (ID) a lower laminated sequence corresponding to OIS 5e to 5c; (IC) a thick upper intermittently laminated sequence spanning OIS 5c through OIS 3; (IB) an upper nonlaminated sequence corresponding to OIS 2; and (IA) an upper laminated sequence which correlates with most of Termination 1 and OIS 1. In the upper 100 m (last 75 k.y.) the broad pattern of laminations is largely synchronized with glacial-interglacial changes (Fig. 6), with laminated sediments associated with warm intervals and massive sediments with cool to cold intervals (see Kennett, this volume, and Kennett and Ingram, this volume). This correlation between SBB laminations and the glacial-interglacial record breaks for the lower half of the core, suggesting that the interaction
most gray layers are 0.5–2 cm thick and bioturbation within massive intervals probably mixes intervals as large as 3 cm thick. Gray layers that do occur within otherwise massive sequences are thicker and generally have diffuse, gradational tops and, locally, gradational bases. In some locations, a subtle graying of massive olive-gray mud is the only remaining indication of a bioturbated gray layer. Digital color analysis quantitatively records this color shift (Merrill and Beck, this volume), and integration of the deviation from the mean value for the massive hemipelagic mud may allow quantification of the volumetric contribution of gray event deposits, even in heavily bioturbated sediments.

Herein, the stratigraphic distribution of gray layers is plotted in Figure 8 as the running average of their percent thickness (i.e., centimeters of gray layers/meter of core). In addition to the association with laminated intervals, gray layers are most frequent during periods of relatively high sea level, for example, throughout OIS 5 (Fig. 8). This relationship suggests that deposition of even the clearly turbiditic deposits are related to major flood events or other changes in sediment supply rather than to off-shelf transport during sea-level falls. As basin SBB sediments are chiefly derived from the Santa Clara and Ventura rivers at the eastern boundary of the depocenter (Fleischer, 1972; Thornton, 1981, 1984; Stein, this volume; Marsaglia et al., this volume), the highstand predominance of gray layers likely reflects the effect of changing basin geometry on the transport of flood suspensates (Fig. 9). With falling sea level, the eastern passage into the basin narrowed, reducing the transport of fine-grained suspensates into the basin from the Santa Clara and Ventura rivers. Transport of flood-related sediment into SBB may have taken significantly longer at lower sea levels than the ~2 yr required for flood deposits to be completely deposited in the central basin during the recent times (Drake et al., 1972). Slower or diminished transport would spread out the climatic signal to such a degree that the input pulse might be “washed out” by typical hemipelagic sedimentation. Decreased flux into the basin at lowstands did not result in decreased sediment accumulation rates (Gardner and Dartnell, Stein, both this volume) because the total depositional area of the basin was simultaneously reduced (Fig. 10).

Although earthquakes may trigger resuspension and redeposition of slope sediments in this seismically active region, the distinct composition of gray layers (Fleischer, 1972; Stein, this volume) indicates a unique provenance (i.e., floods from the Santa Clara/ Ventura rivers) rather than simple reworking of typical hemipelagic slope sediment.

**Sand Turbidites**

Sand turbidites are largely restricted to two intervals, 107–115 mbsf (~90–82 ka, OIS 5b) and 50–70 mbsf (~48–33, OIS 3) (Fig. 8). These sequences were chiefly deposited during intermediate eustatic levels, when sea level was 70–90 m below that at present, (Bard et al., 1990) when the shelf area was sharply reduced in size. The thickest sand bed at Site 893 was deposited during the minor sea-level drop from OIS 5e to 5b when sea level was ~20 m below that at present. The stratigraphic distribution of sand turbidites is plotted as the running average of their percent thickness (i.e., centimeters of sand/meter of core).

**Grain Size**

Stratigraphic variation in the grain size of hemipelagic mud (Facies 1–4) is presented as weight % silt (Fig. 8). There is much sample-to-sample variation that does not correlate with sedimentary facies or lithostratigraphic unit. Grain size variation appears to have been most sensitive, however, to rates of sea-level change. Intervals of low percentages of silt at ~165–150 mbsf and 20–10 mbsf are associated with rapid sea-level rises at Terminations II and I, respectively. Intervals of high percentages of silt are less well correlated with sea-level lowering at OIS transitions 5e and 5a to 4.
Figure 7. Bioturbation index vs. age presented at a number of scales and degrees of smoothing. Major intervals of preserved lamination (i.e., oxygen-depletion and non-bioturbation) are shown to consist of many, higher frequency oscillations between laminated and massive intervals. A. 99-cm running average. B. 19-cm running average. C. 9-cm running average. D. 1-cm raw data.

Thornton (1984) studied modern core-top sediments in SBB and found a decreasing trend in percentage of silt toward the center of the basin from the major sources at the basin's margins. The stratigraphic trends of grain size at Hole 893A do not reflect the changing proximity of the source areas as modulated by changing sea level. Instead, grain size must be controlled by the efficient transport of the silt-sized fraction across the shelf into the deep basin center and the selective transport of certain compositional fractions (e.g., mica flakes) as outlined below.

**Compositional Trends**

Compositional data discussed here are derived from line counts of smear slides of the carbonate-free, sand-sized fraction of the hemipelagic mud (Facies 1-4). Only 25 samples have been counted and these data must be considered very preliminary. Nevertheless, the data suggest that several components of the >63-µm fraction may be useful proxies for change in sea level or environmental conditions. Total siliciclastics (i.e., quartz, feldspar, mica, and rock fragments) are the most common component, making up 30%-98% of the samples, averaging 69%; mica alone accounts for 8%-42% of the total samples (25% mean). Sponge spicules compose 1%-51% of the sample (21% mean), whereas siliceous plankton (diatoms, radiolarians, silicoflagellates) make up <1%-39% of the total carbonate-free sample (8.5% mean). Presence or absence of echinoid spines was determined on separate samples that still contained carbonate material (I. Hendy, unpubl. data).

Figure 11 presents the stratigraphic variation in abundance of siliceous plankton, mica, sponge spicules, and total siliciclastic grains compared to oxygen isotopes as a proxy for eustatic sea level. The abundance of siliceous plankton was apparently influenced by sea-level fluctuations with peak abundances occurring at 150, 60, and 5 mbsf, corresponding to eustatic highstands during OIS 5e, 3 and 1. The influence of sea-level variation is also partially reflected in the abundance of mica flakes, especially in the lower portion of the core where three peaks correlate with sea-level highstands at OIS 5e, 5c, and 5a. The abundances of sponge spicules and total siliciclastic grains are inversely related because the two components generally make up 85%-98% of the samples. There is little direct correlation between variation in the abundances of these components and sea level or other environmental indicators except that sponge spicules are most abundant between 140 and 90 mbsf and 10-0 mbsf, intervals that correspond to the general highstands of OIS 5 and 1. These increases during highstands may reflect either decreased transport of sand off the shelf or increased production of sponge spicules when shelf area expanded.

Figure 12 compares the presence and absence of macrofaunal debris—echinoid spines and sponge spicules—with the “bioturbation index” and the oxygen isotope record. The presence of echinoid spines in the hemipelagic mud is directly correlated with the absence of laminations, indicating that the spines were derived from echi-

*O*
DISCUSSION
Paleoceanographic Controls of Sedimentation

The sediment of SBB is clearly a sensitive recorder of paleoceanographic and paleoclimatic change (e.g., Pisias, 1978, 1979; Dunbar, 1983; Baumgartner et al., 1992; Kennett, this volume). As detailed above, changing levels of bottom water oxygenation (from <0.1 mL/L O₂ to >0.3 mL/L O₂) are shown by the degree of bioturbation of hemipelagic Facies 1-4. This “bioturbation index” varies sharply and cyclically over a range of time scales from subdecadal to that of the Milankovitch band (Fig. 7). Episodes of basin oxygenation or oxygen-depletion apparently reflect both regional and global influences. For example, laminations are absent or infrequent in sediments deposited during the glacial maxima (OIS 2, 4, and portions of 6). Although a maximum glacio-eustatic lowering of sea level ~120 m would drop the present OMZ sufficiently to prevent oxygen-depleted waters from entering the SBB, oxygen levels in SBB have varied significantly without major sea-level change. The oxygen content of SBB appears to most strongly reflect global to regional changes in deep- and intermediate-water circulation (Fig. 13). Perhaps the clearest example of supra-regional control of oxygenation of the SBB is found at the Younger Dryas cooling event (~13-11 ka). The laminated mud sequence deposited under anaerobic conditions since the last deglaciation is interrupted from 17.5 to 20.5 mbsf by a massive interval of bioturbated sediment deposited during the Younger Dryas (Figs. 5 and 6; see also Kennett and Ingram, this volume). This stratigraphic pattern in the silled SBB is nearly identical to that observed in the open slope environment at DSDP Site 480 in the Gulf of California (Keigwin and Jones, 1990). There was no significant sea-level drop at this time (merely a pause in sea-level rise) to affect the positions of water masses entering the SBB. Furthermore, with the same signal recorded in different locations >1000 km apart, this oxygenation event likely reflects the increased ventilation (and freshening)
of intermediate water along the eastern Pacific rather than a local bathymetrically influenced signal. Indication of a wider—global—control of oxygenation in SBB comes from the approximately dozen intervals of preserved lamination (i.e., oxygen-depletion) recorded during OIS 3 (Fig. 6). These events closely correspond in spacing to the subtle peaks in the stacked deep-sea oxygen isotope record presented by Martinson et al. (1987) as well as to the oxygen isotope record at Site 893 (Kennett, this volume). They have an even more startling correlation to the warm interstadials (Dansgaard-Oeschger events) recorded in the oxygen isotope record of the Greenland ice cores (Dansgaard et al., 1993). Variations in the carbonate composition of piston cores from the North Atlantic likewise show similar number and spacing of pulses in OIS 3 (Keigwin and Jones, 1994). Direct correspondence between these records links exceedingly rapid switches in climate and deep- and intermediate-water circulation across the globe to the oxygenation of SBB.

**Basin Geometry**

Variation in sea level has a dramatic effect on the geometry of the marginal SBB as shown by a comparison between the configuration of the modern basin and during the last glacial maximum (Figs. 1 and 9). The basin had approximately half the present depositional area at maximum lowstand (Fig. 10) which, with input fluxes held constant, would double linear sedimentation and mass accumulation rates. Increased sediment bypass of the SBB, however, had the inverse effect on sediment accumulation rates which remained relatively constant through high- and lowstands in SBB (see Gardner and Dartnell, and Stein and Rack, both this volume). The Santa Clara and Ventura rivers were probably captured by the Hueneme Canyon with most coarse-grained material shunted directly into the adjacent Santa Monica Basin (cf. Maloua et al., 1981). With falling sea level, the eastern passage into the basin shoaled and narrowed, reducing the flux of fine-grained suspensates into the basin. Furthermore, the lengthened Santa Clara–Ventura River system was restricted from significant westward migration into SBB by the presence of >300 m highlands along the present coast (Fig. 9B). On the other side of the basin, longshore transport of sand from the west was intercepted by submarine canyons west of Point Conception (which currently head at ~100 m water depth), routing most coarse-grained sediment away from SBB into the deep Arguello Canyon. The western sill likely shoaled above the depth of any potential oxygen-depleted water mass, and surface circulation was diminished with the coalescence of the northern Channel Island chain into one large sheltering landmass.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The distribution and character of sedimentary facies at Hole 893A was influenced by both global and regional paleoceanographic vari-
5. Major intervals of lamination are composed of numerous smaller-scale cycles in the degree of bioturbation reflecting millennial to decadal variation in oxygen content of the basin.

6. Most sand transport to the basin center occurred at intermediate sea levels (approximately 50 to 90 m) and was chiefly limited to two pulses at 90 to 82 ka (oxygen isotope Stage 5b) and 48 to 33 ka (oxygen isotope Stage 3).

7. Grain size of the hemipelagic facies, as shown by the percentage of silt, reflects eustatic variation in sea level, becoming finer during rapid transgressions at Terminations I and II, and coarser at transitions from oxygen isotope Stages 5e to 6 and from 5a to 4.

8. The composition of the sand-sized fraction of the hemipelagic mud is chiefly controlled by relative sea level. Siliceous plankton are more abundant (less diluted) at eustatic sea-level highstands. Mica flakes and sponge spicules were preferentially transported into the basin during periods of higher sea level.

9. The presence of echinoid spines in the sand-sized fraction of hemipelagic mud correlates with bioturbated intervals in Santa Barbara Basin, indicating that the massive sediment correlates with >0.3 mL/L of dissolved oxygen in the central basin.
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Figure 11. Compositional trends in the sand-sized (>63 µm) fraction of hemipelagic mud from Santa Barbara Basin compared with the oxygen isotopic composition of benthic foraminifers at Site 893 (as a proxy for sea-level change).
Figure 12. Stratigraphic trends in the presence or absence of echinoid spines and percentage of sponge spicules compared with the oxygenation/bioturbation index and the oxygen isotopic composition of benthic foraminifers from Hole 893A. Echinoid data are smoothed (3-point running average).
Figure 13. End-member water-mass models explaining oxygenation levels of the Santa Barbara Basin. A. Oxygen-depleted intervals when laminations are preserved at a sea-level highstand. B. Oxygenated intervals when sediments are bioturbated and massive at a sea-level lowstand. Oscillation between basin-oxygenation states generally correlates to, but is not primarily driven by, eustatic variation. Oxygenation of intermediate water is probably the dominant control. See text for discussion.